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Old Japanese Manuscripts of the Bianzheng lun and Shinran’s Kyōgyōshinshō
Satoru Fujiwara
The “Chapter on Transformed Buddha-Bodies and Lands” of the Kyōgyōshinshō
???? by Shinran ???1173- 1262?contains extensive quotations from the Bianzheng
lun ??? by Falin ???572- 640?. The Kyōgyōshinshō has been studied in detail from
various viewpoints until now, but the portion containing the quotation of the Bianzheng
lun has not been studied sufficiently. One reason for this lack of attention is that the
quotation of this work in the Kyōgyōshinshō differs considerably from the original text,
such that it appears to have been confused or corrupted in the quotation. Previous
scholars have attempted to solve this problem by comparing the quotation with some
other texts of the Bianzheng lun. But the texts used in these comparisons were printed
later than the Kyōgyōshinshō was written, so Shinran could not possibly have used them
in making his quotation. This paper aims to show what text Shinran referred to when
writing his quotation. The oldest proof of the presence of the Bianzheng lun in Japan is a
record that states it was copied in the Nara era?747?. It has been pointed out that old
Japanese manuscripts of Buddhist scriptures produced around this time are of a different
genealogy from the texts that were printed in later eras. I examined the Kongōji ???,
Nanatsudera ?? and Kōshōji ??? manuscripts of the Bianzheng lun which belong to
this category of old Japanese Buddhist manuscripts. There are many similarities between
these texts and the quotation in the Kyōgyōshinshō. Presenting the results of these
investigations, this paper proves that the text that Shinran referred to in making his
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